
This summer, the Times reported that, under President Trump, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice had acquired a new focus.

The division, which was founded in 1957, during the !ght over school
integration, would now be going after colleges for discriminating against
white applicants. The article cited an internal memo soliciting staff lawyers
for “investigations and possible litigation related to intentional race-based
discrimination in college and university admissions.” But the memo did not
explicitly mention white students, and a spokesperson for the Justice
Department charged that the story was inaccurate. She said that the request
for lawyers related speci!cally to a complaint from 2015, when a number of
groups charged that Harvard was 

.

In one sense, Asian-Americans were overrepresented at Harvard: in 2013,
they made up eighteen per cent of undergraduates, despite being only about
!ve per cent of the country’s population. But at the California Institute of
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by more than half over the previous two decades, while Harvard’s percentage
had remained relatively #at. The plaintiffs used SAT scores and other data to
argue that administrators had made it “far more difficult for Asian-Americans
than for any other racial and ethnic group of students to gain admission to
Harvard.” They claimed that Harvard, in its pursuit of racial parity, was not
only rewarding black and Latino students but also penalizing Asian-
American students—who were, after all, minorities, too.

The complaint against Harvard is fairly recent, but the issue is not: in 1981,
the Times wondered whether an in#ux of Asian-American students at the
University of California, Berkeley, was effectively “squeezing out others.”
Who, exactly, was being squeezed out? The Times mentioned “blacks and
Chicanos-Latinos,” implying that Asian-Americans were jeopardizing the
university’s fragile affirmative-action system. But the anxiety over high-
achieving Asian-Americans also evoked an older fear that the white majority
was under threat. A century ago, a number of selective colleges grew
concerned about the burgeoning cohort of Jewish students; some used a de-
facto quota system to limit their numbers, and to protect access for non-
Jewish whites. A. Lawrence Lowell, the president of Harvard, proposed
capping the proportion of Jews at !fteen per cent, partly for their own
good—more Jews, he argued, might further in#ame “anti-Semitic feeling
among the students.” Harvard’s Jewish-quota system began to fade away in
the nineteen-thirties, under Lowell’s successor, and it now seems
unthinkable. In 2002, Gordon Gee, the chancellor of Vanderbilt University,
in Nashville, told the Wall Street Journal that he planned to improve the
school’s reputation by “targeting Jewish students” for recruitment. No doubt
some enterprising chancellor, a few decades hence, will make a similar play
for Asian-American students, viewing them not as a problem but as a
potential solution.
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recent treatment of Asian-Americans just as shameful as we now consider the
old Jewish quotas. And some of their supporters are sure that, one day, we
will see the folly of all race-conscious admissions policies. (One of the legal
architects of this case is Edward Blum, who has mounted a series of
challenges designed to dismantle affirmative-action programs.) In this view,
Asian-Americans are merely the latest victims of a college bureaucracy that
victimizes everybody, by treating each applicant as a member of a racial group
in need of either extra assistance or extra scrutiny. The universities’ goal,
inevitably, is diversity, a quality that just about everyone can love, not least
because no one can de!ne it. Diversity is often a comparative term: a college
might strive to be as diverse as its community, or as its state, or as the country
as a whole; often, in debates over diversity, the unspoken expectation is that
the racial makeup of an institution should re#ect the racial demographics of
the nation. Colleges, especially the most selective ones, 

 for the country’s ongoing argument over whether we should take
account of race and, if so, how.

This makes some sense. Colleges are transparent, at least compared with
private corporations, and they are highly responsive to pressure from
outsiders; because their student bodies turn over every few years, changes in
policy have nearly instantaneous results. Of course, selective colleges are also,
by de!nition, unusual. So there is something odd about the way that our
debates over opportunity and discrimination have been so heavily in#uenced
by the experiences of college students, who are essentially customers, rather
than workers. (At top private institutions, where the majority of revenue
comes not from tuition fees but from alumni and other donors, it might be
more accurate to say that the students are the product.)

The doctrine of diversity, honed on college campuses, is today preached just
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In “ ,” the sociologist Ellen Berrey studies the
divergent uses of “diversity,” which serves for some executives as an
“aspirational ideal,” and not necessarily a transformative program. And David
Goldberg, a scholar of African-American history, has written an engrossing
history of an institution that has proved singularly resistant to the rhetoric
(and the reality) of diversity: the Fire Department of the City of New York,
which a federal judge called, in 2011, “a stubborn bastion of white male
privilege.” Goldberg’s new book, “

,” traces the shifting
arguments made by the workers and the politicians who sought to transform
an agency that was !ercely opposed to transformation. At one point, the head
of the !re!ghters’ union suggested that a proposed reform amounted to
“lowering standards in order to address the diversity issues.” Because the Fire
Department is an arm of municipal government, this question is necessarily a
political one, appropriately answered not by labor leaders but by the
!re!ghters’ ultimate employers, the taxpayers. How diverse do we want our
!re departments to be? And how much should we care?

he modern history of diversity began on June 28, 1978. That was the
day the Supreme Court decided a case brought by Allan Bakke, a white

military veteran who had applied to medical school at the University of
California, Davis. The school had a special admissions process for students
who were “economically and/or educationally disadvantaged,” which helped
non-white students gain admission; Bakke, a strong candidate, had applied
under the general admissions program, and had been rejected. The Court’s
decision was not particularly decisive—there were six separate opinions. The
Justices granted Bakke admission and generally outlawed racial quotas, while
nevertheless giving admissions committees the right, in certain
circumstances, to consider an applicant’s race. Writing for the Court, Justice
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Powell also found that the school had a legitimate interest in fostering a
campus “as diverse as this Nation of many peoples,” so that students might
learn from one another. In the nineteen-sixties and seventies, affirmative
action was presented as a form of redistribution in recompense for past
discrimination: a transfer of opportunities from the dominant majority to the
marginalized minority. But the ideology of diversity suggested that every
group had something to learn, and something to gain; no trade-offs would be
required.

As universities learned to reframe their affirmative-action programs as
diversity programs, students learned to believe them. This notion of diversity
has proved remarkably #exible, and therefore popular, especially in
comparison with terms like “integration” or “racial parity,” which connote
con#ict, rather than harmony. Liberals have been particularly enthusiastic
exponents of Powell’s diversity doctrine, but the ideal of diversity is generally
nonpartisan. Last year, Reince Priebus, who was then the chair of the
Republican National Committee, voiced his hope that Trump’s running mate
would add “a degree of diversity.” Later, when it was reported that the !nal
list of choices consisted entirely of white men, Priebus said that he was not
disappointed. “There’s also something called ‘diversity of experience,’ too,
that’s necessary,” he said. And at the Republican Convention a student leader
rallied the crowd with a Powellian affirmation: “We are the party of youth and
diversity. Not the Democrats!”
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Even as the idea of diversity was conquering the country, some on the left
were having second thoughts. In 2006, the literature professor Walter Benn
Michaels published a brusque polemic, “ ,” which
depicted the whole concept as profoundly conservative. Because diversity
meant “the appreciation (rather than the elimination) of difference,” he
argued, it was the ideology of “bosses and owners,” who could celebrate their
own increasing “cultural diversity” while ignoring the economic inequality
with which they were complicit. Ellen Berrey, the sociologist, found
Michaels’s argument “simplistic,” and, in “The Enigma of Diversity,” she sets
out to discover how this ideology functions, by spending time in the !eld.
Three !elds, in fact: a large (and, by agreement, anonymous) Fortune 500
corporation, a mixed-income neighborhood in Chicago, and a selective public
university, the University of Michigan. All three realms were proudly and
self-consciously diverse, although carefully so—Michigan had been sued over
its affirmative-action program. Berrey’s smart and subtle book aims to show
exactly how differently people and institutions use this malleable concept.
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black, twenty-eight per cent Hispanic, and six per cent Asian—neither a rich
enclave nor an isolated ghetto. One alderman referred to a controversial plan
to offer subsidized housing to low-income residents as a way to “maintain
diversity.” But when a representative from a pro-development organization
responded that his organization “wants to diversify,” he was using the word to
argue against the plan. “There’s already too much low-income housing there,”
he said. Meanwhile, at the big corporation, the diversity-management
program functioned mainly as a surreal exercise in internal branding, entirely
separate from the legal department (which handled claims of discrimination).
So-called diversity managers worked to foster an “inclusive” environment, but
they seemed to spend much of their time “reiterating the good that would
come from diversity,” as a way of justifying their own positions.
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Even on campus, where the modern diversity doctrine was fashioned, Berrey
found that the doctrine itself was hard to de!ne. The prevailing wisdom
seemed to be that “racial minorities” were “culturally distinct from but
culturally equivalent to white people.” (The cultural differences were
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admissions-office Web site pictured a welter of enthusiastic believers,
including a student who declared, “Diversity is one of the issues I’m most
passionate about.” In a book called “ ,” another scholar,
Natasha K. Warikoo, concludes that students at Harvard have fully
internalized the logic of diversity as an engine of mutual pro!t. “Interaction
with peers of color is a resource some white students feel entitled to—or
sometimes wrongly deprived of,” she writes. “To many white students,
minority students do not hold up their end of the diversity bargain when they
join the Black Students Association or sit together in the cafeteria.”

It may turn out that the rise of diversity marked the end of the golden age of
affirmative action. This summer, Berrey published a paper that analyzed the
admissions practices of about a thousand selective colleges in America; she
and her co-author, Daniel Hirschman, found that sixty per cent of them had
race-conscious admission policies in 1994, but only thirty-!ve per cent did in
2014. Some public institutions were forced by law to adopt a race-blind
admissions policy, but much of the shift came among “middle-status” colleges
and universities. Berrey and Hirschman hypothesized that these schools were
reacting to a broad political backlash against affirmative action. This retreat
may explain why Berrey, who is sympathetic to affirmative action, is reluctant
to dismiss the diversity movement, no matter how inchoate or feckless it may
seem. The upbeat language of diversity helps camou#age racial demands that
might otherwise seem impolite—or unconstitutional. “Diversity is so plastic
and broadly appealing,” Berrey writes, “it can justify effective policy
interventions such as affirmative admissions, and it can animate progressive
political action to redistribute resources to the disadvantaged, too”—measures
that Berrey seems to support, and that many other Americans otherwise
might not.
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Berrey takes it seriously. “There are widespread expectations,” she writes,
“that major institutions will not be outright dominated only by white men.”
This was the expectation given voice by the judge who criticized the
F.D.N.Y. as “a stubborn bastion of white male privilege,” a phrase that surely
would have puzzled the department’s founders. The F.D.N.Y.’s ethos
predates its status as a department: in the mid-nineteenth century, volunteer
!re companies reinforced the tribal politics of the city, and emerged as centers
of political power. William (Boss) Tweed started his career as a volunteer
!re!ghter on the Lower East Side, and his company’s emblem, a snarling
tiger, eventually became the symbol of Tammany Hall, Tweed’s political
organization. The department was professionalized in 1865, and many of its
new jobs were effectively set aside for one minority group in particular: Irish-
Americans. One historian, examining surnames, estimated that, by 1888,
three-quarters of all New York !re!ghters may have been Irish-American.
City jobs were often patronage positions, doled out by politicians to
supportive constituencies, but black leaders had trouble winning their fair
share. By 1930, “only 5 African Americans managed to secure !re!ghting
positions,” Goldberg writes.

The person who helped change that was Wesley Williams, a pioneering black
!re!ghter who comes across in Goldberg’s telling as a real-life superhero,
ludicrously overquali!ed for the job. He was an accomplished amateur boxer
and a lifelong scholar who placed thirteenth (out of twenty-seven hundred)
on the department’s written exam; his application included a letter of
recommendation from former President Theodore Roosevelt, a family friend.
Williams got the job, in 1919, and was assigned to an all-white !rehouse on
Broome Street, whereupon the entire company demanded a transfer. He
survived !st!ghts in the basement and a vicious campaign of hazing: co-
workers slashed his !re coat, crushed his helmet, dropped a wrench onto his
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recalled, “was that they ‘would burn the nigger up,’ and that I couldn’t take
smoke because my nostrils were too wide.” Goldberg says that Williams was
denied medals that he deserved, but, in 1927, he was promoted to lieutenant,
which made him the !rst Negro officer in the history of the department. He
also helped found the Vulcan Society, an advocacy group for black
!re!ghters, which took its place alongside the Ner Tamid Society, for Jewish
!re!ghters, the Steuben Association, for German-American !re!ghters, and
the Columbia Association, for Italian-American !re!ghters.

Yet the number of black !re!ghters remained low—even when Mayor John
Lindsay, in 1965, appointed a black man, Robert O. Lowery, as !re
commissioner. The sociologist Roger Waldinger has argued that, as intra-
European rivalries faded in New York, “the civil service became reconstituted
as a protected enclave for white ethnics.” The Vulcan Society tried to end
policies of segregation but was often outmaneuvered: the department
deëmphasized the physical test, at which black candidates performed well;
the union helped suburban applicants by pushing for the repeal of the Lyons
Law, which obliged city workers to live in the city. In 1973, blacks accounted
for about a quarter of the city’s residents but only about four per cent of all
New York !re!ghters. That year, the Vulcan Society sued the F.D.N.Y. for
racial discrimination, charging that white applicants were nearly three times
more likely than black and Hispanic applicants to pass the entrance
examination, and that the examination had little to do with the job
requirements. (Goldberg also mentions a widespread though unproved
suspicion that “certain test questions were leaked among networks of white
applicants prior to the examination.”) A judge ruled that the test was
discriminatory, and imposed a twenty-!ve-per-cent-minority quota for new
hires, which was thwarted by budget cuts; the cycle of lawsuits and delays
continued for decades. Although African-Americans still make up about
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Why should we care about these numbers? Goldberg mentions what is
essentially a diversity argument: in the nineteen-thirties, when the F.D.N.Y.
was essentially all white, “the lack of Black uniformed service workers
increased racial tensions in the city.” During the protests and riots of the late
sixties, white !re!ghters were sometimes attacked in black neighborhoods;
Goldberg notes that “black !re!ghters suddenly became highly sought after
for highly visible roles.” (After the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
in 1968, one black !re!ghter was dispatched to Brownsville, Brooklyn; he
!gured he was there “in case somebody wanted to take a shot.”) Yet
Goldberg’s more persuasive argument is not that black !re!ghters help the
F.D.N.Y. but, rather, that the F.D.N.Y. helps black !re!ghters. The job is, as
many Vulcans noted, a chance to become “solidly middle-class”—more
valuable, perhaps, than a place at a top university. And so a new version of the
old spoils model might make some sense: the Vulcans, no less than the
Columbians or the Steubens or the Ner Tamids, deserve their share.

The only problem with this spoils model is that, like the diversity model, it
doesn’t account for the most compelling part of the story. The cause of black
!re!ghters would not seem nearly so urgent if they were merely one more
underrepresented group seeking proportionality, rather than participants in a
century-long !ght against segregation and discrimination. Worse, both the
spoils model and the diversity model would ask that all New York’s
institutions re#ect the city’s racial demographics, and in some cases this
might actually restrict African-American opportunity. About a third of city
employees are black, including sixty-three per cent of corrections officers.
Should the African-American majority at the Department of Corrections be
broken up? The logic of diversity, by itself, gives us no reason that it
shouldn’t.
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argued for color-blind treatment, come to oppose those putatively color-blind
policies which effectively disadvantage them. The majority, meanwhile,
argues that compensatory policies amount to discrimination. In 2000, after it
was discovered that a program designed for minority applicants had
signi!cantly bene!tted white relatives of current !re!ghters, Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani said that if the program had excluded them “you would have had a
very serious reverse-discrimination case.” And, in 2012, the Queens Chronicle
reported that white protesters had crashed an F.D.N.Y. test-prep class that
the Vulcan Society had organized for black applicants; the protesters sang
“We Shall Overcome” and shouted, “What would Martin Luther King do?”

Many supporters of affirmative action dismiss the idea of “reverse
discrimination”—asserting, in effect, that a policy doesn’t count as
discrimination if it harms a non-marginalized group. But the case of Asian-
Americans in higher education proves that it is not always easy to determine
which groups should be considered marginalized. The Supreme Court has
ruled that “all legal restrictions which curtail the civil rights of a single group
are immediately suspect,” and therefore deserve “rigid scrutiny.” Ironically,
this famous formulation comes to us from Korematsu v. United States, a
1944 case in which the Court held that the government had the right to expel
“all persons of Japanese ancestry” from western California; in this instance,
the restriction survived the scrutiny. Korematsu linked the legal theory of
racial discrimination to the speci!c experiences of the populations who would
become known as Asian-American. The term was coined, in the sixties, by
the historian Yuji Ichioka, who was something of a radical: he founded the
Asian American Political Alliance, which declared itself an ally of “all non-
white liberation movements,” and which demonstrated in support of Huey
Newton, the Black Panther, when he was accused of killing a white police
officer. (One alliance member held a sign that read “yellow peril supports
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In 1980, the U.S. census added a new category: “Asian and Paci!c Islander,” a
designation that could describe more than half the people on the planet. By
then, many selective colleges had noticed that although some Asian
ethnicities were underrepresented on campuses, Asian-Americans as a group
were not—in fact, they were developing a reputation for academic excellence.
Administrators sometimes responded by considering English-pro!ciency
requirements, or by emphasizing extracurricular criteria, which allowed them
to reject some academically strong Asian-American applicants.

Dana Takagi, a sociologist, studied the way that these debates unfolded in the
nineteen-eighties, showing how claims of anti-Asian discrimination unsettled
old political alliances. In 1989, after Berkeley’s chancellor apologized for
policies that disadvantaged Asians, Dana Rohrabacher, a Republican
congressman from Southern California, introduced a bill calling for a federal
investigation into “restrictive quotas” and other policies harming Asian-
American college applicants. The Organization for Chinese Americans
initially supported the bill, as did Bob Matsui, a Democratic congressman
from Northern California, but both eventually retracted their support, out of
concern that the law would function as an attack on affirmative action. Their
political calculation was probably correct. Takagi found that many Asian-
American students thought of African-Americans and Latinos as allies,
fellow-minorities—they were all “people of color,” as we would say today.

To a large extent, that alliance has held, and perhaps grown stronger, which
helps explain why there has not been !ercer opposition to the various policies
that effectively limited Asian-American matriculation at many selective
institutions. In a brief response to the current complaint, Harvard noted that
Asian-American admissions had recently ticked upward, and defended its
right to “seek the educational bene!ts that come from a class that is diverse
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populations often given preference.) The statement, written by the
university’s general counsel, did not explicitly deny that the school
discriminates against Asian-American applicants, asserting only that its
practice of “considering race” is “fully compliant with the law.” From
Harvard’s perspective, the charge might seem nonsensical: any admissions
system that considers race and strives for rough proportionality must
discriminate against some students and in favor of others. An Asian-
American with high test scores may be less likely, on average, to gain
admittance to an élite institution than a black or a Latino or a white applicant
with those scores. But, then, an Asian-American high-school senior may be
more likely to have high test scores in the !rst place. Under the diversity
model, those two disparities might cancel each other out. There is something
perverse about a notion of diversity that would require us to treat Asian-
American excellence as a confounding variable to be (partially) corrected for,
rather than a legacy to be celebrated.

It is possible that “diversity” will ultimately prove too weak a term to do all
that is asked of it. Contemporary advocates sometimes emphasize, instead,
“inclusion,” a less neutral concept, and one that gestures at the political
agendas that inevitably shape these debates. (An institution’s policies might
be described as “inclusive,” for instance, if they are designed to make certain
marginalized groups feel welcome.) There are sound arguments, in any case,
for desegregation, for programs to bene!t the descendants of Africans who
were enslaved in America, for new efforts to redress old injustices. But the
win-win language of diversity can’t help us choose between various possible
arrangements, except to imply that every group deserves its fair share—and
no more than that. Berrey was right to describe the concept of diversity as
“plastic and broadly appealing.” But we should think, too, about how this
concept, precisely because of its seductive power, can lead us astray. ♦
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